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Internet setup
A brief guide to setting up and Troubleshooting Internet on the computer where the Internet already
worked. If you need to conﬁgure the Internet on the computer that has never connected to a Network,
read this article. If you do not work or permanently disabled Internet on the computer then the ﬁrst
thing that you should do If the above tips have failed, the problem may be in the following Options
can be a lot to discuss not make sense. If the ISP can help you conﬁgure the Internet then contact us
We will help you to correctly solve almost any problem with setting up the Internet on your computer
laptop or router. To make a reservation or to obtain a free consultation you can by phone +7 495
236-80-02. How can we help How much does it cost Leave 2 hours in any area of Moscow Call +7 495
236-80-02 Print out the coupon and get 5% discount on repair services for personal computer showing
its master. If you feel conﬁdent Windows user, you can try to self-diagnose the Internet connection.
Try these steps need only be the case if you've already accessed the Internet from computer b tried
to reboot the router and it didn't help you make sure that the account has money and the Internet is
not in a locked state. If all the commands work successfully and the Internet is not working or
permanently disabled means the Internet settings are all right and the problem must be sought in
viruses or browser settings. Setting up Internet on your computer or laptop very much depends on the
provider you're connected to. Most common are the following types of connections If you are
connected to the stream, MGTS, MTS or Beeline every time after switching you may need to enter the
login password and press Connect to go online. This annoying procedure can successfully pass in case
if to conﬁgure the router to connect to a VPN or PPPoE. Our experts can help with this task, please call
+7 495 236-80-02 Setting up Internet on the computer in each particular case depends on the version
of Windows pressing a sequence of buttons and from your ISP, see Internet settings for major
providers of Moscow. If you are unable to conﬁgure Internet connection on your computer, you can
get free advice from our specialist and also request on-site service by phone +7 495 236-80-02. A
properly conﬁgured router not only allows you to use your Internet multiple devices at the same time
but keeps the connection eliminating the need to connect every time manually when
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